Do not use this product until the following license agreement is understood and accepted. By using this product, or allowing anyone else to do so, you are accepting this agreement.

This End-User License Agreement (EULA) represents the contractual conditions between you, the Licensee, and UVI, located 159 rue Amelot, 75011 Paris - France for the use of software, documentation and other materials created by UVI.

You should not register, install or use UVI Products until the following license agreement is understood and accepted.

By using UVI Products, or allowing anyone else to do so, you are accepting this agreement.

A- License Grant
1. UVI grants to you, subject to the following terms and conditions, the non-exclusive right to use each authorized copy of the Product.
2. UVI Product license are granted only to a single user. You may use this product on up to three separate computers or iLok Dongles, which shall be owned and used by you exclusively.
3. Renting or lending the licensed Software to a third party is expressly forbidden.
4. Except if otherwise stated within this EULA, Licensee may resell the software to a third party or transfer the software permanently. Request may be done using the ‘Transfer License’ feature in your iLok account, subject to a $25 fee per-license ($50 maximum) by Pace. The serial number of the Product will be transferred to the third party by UVI, and Licensee’s original registration will be deleted.
5. Resale or ownership transfer of individual products obtained in a bundle, or those used to upgrade or cross-grade to other products are not allowed.
6. UVI allows you to use any of the sounds and samples in the products you’ve purchased for commercial recordings without paying any additional license fees or providing source attribution to UVI.
7. This license expressly forbids resale or other distribution of the sounds and software included in the Product or their derivatives, either as they exist on disc, reformatted for use in another digital sampler, or mixed, combined, filtered, resynthesized or otherwise edited, for use as sounds, multi-sounds, samples, multi-samples, wavetables, programs or patches in a sampler, microchip or any hardware or software sample playback device. You cannot sell the Product content or give it away for use by others in their sampling or sample playback devices.
8. In the event UVI terminates this agreement due to your breach, you agree to return the original and all other copies of the software and documentation to UVI.
9. UVI reserves all rights not expressly granted to herein.

B- License Activation
1. In order to use UVI Products it is required that you authorize them by registering your Serial Number on uvi.net/register, have a free iLok account (not necessarily a dongle) and install the free iLok License Manager [done automatically by UVI Workstation and Falcon installers]. It is impossible to use UVI Products if they are not registered and authorized.
2. During authorization you will need to enter your name, email address and postal address which will be stored in the UVI database. UVI uses a secure SSL connection with 128-bit encryption that meets current security standards to transmit your data over the web. For further information about UVI’s handling of personal data please see: https://www.uvi.net/privacy-policy
3. The UVI Product license allows up to 3 simultaneous activations on any combination of iLok dongles and computers. Activations can be moved between devices at any time through the iLok License Manager.

C- Protection of Software
You agree to take all reasonable steps to protect the Product and any accompanying documentation from unauthorized copying or use. You agree not to modify the Product to circumvent any method or means adopted or implemented by UVI to protect against or discourage the unauthorized use or copying of the Product.

D- Ownership
Ownership of, and title to, the enclosed digitally recorded sounds (including any copies) are held by UVI. Copies are provided to you only to enable you to exercise your rights under the license.

E- Term
This agreement is effective from the date you open this package, and will remain in full force until termination. This agreement will terminate if you break any of the terms or conditions of this agreement. Upon termination you agree to return to UVI all copies of this product and accompanying documentation and destroy any other copies made.

F- Restrictions
Except as expressly authorized in this agreement, you may not rent, lease, sub-license, distribute, copy, reproduce, display, modify or timeshare the enclosed Product or documentation.

G- NFR Serials and Free Products
UVI Products serial numbers labeled as “NFR” (Not For Resale) shall only be used for demonstration, testing and evaluation purposes. NFR Products may not be used for commercial purposes, and may not be resold or transferred. They are not eligible for license recovery and are exempt from update, upgrade or crossgrade offers, and cannot be purchased with or exchanged for vouchers. Furthermore, as an owner of an NFR Product, you are not entitled to promotions available for the commercial version of the Product.

H- No Support Obligation
UVI will make its best effort to support you in the event of technical difficulty with a UVI Product. However, UVI is not obligated to furnish or make available to you any additional information, software, technical information, know-how, or support.

I- Specifications and System Requirements
All technical specifications of UVI Products provided are intended to be estimates or approximations. Due to numerous variables no guarantees of compatibility or performance can be made. All such specifications shall be in writing. End-User is solely responsible for, prior to purchase, ensuring that End-User’s devices are compatible and meet the system requirements for UVI Products, and that the applicable UVI Products meet End-User’s requirements.

This EULA is governed by the laws of France.

©2019 UVI. All rights reserved.
All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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Key Suite Digital
The Essential Vintage Digital Keys

The Essential Vintage Digital Keys Collection
Back in the '80s many synth manufacturers began releasing keyboards and modules dedicated to acoustic and electric piano sounds. The most iconic of these instruments was the Roland MKS-20 expander, which introduced the SAS [Structured / Adaptive Synthesis] sound engine. These instruments weren’t perfect, especially by modern standards, but at the time it was incredible to have real, playable keys in a light and portable unit. Digital sampling has advanced tremendously since those days making these units largely obsolete, but we love their lo-fi sound. Something about early digital sampling makes them unique, even today. Old-school, a bit cheesy and a far-cry from today’s instruments, but familiar and full of character - the sounds of these vintage digital modules from the '80s and '90s is close to our hearts, and now preserved forever.

Exceptional Instruments with Real Character
Every instrument in Key Suite Digital has its own sound and unique character, and that’s part of what makes this collection so special. Each instrument delivers a unique lo-fi sound from the early days of digital sampling and synthesis, bringing your music to life with characterful, vintage sounds.

Deeply-Sampled with the Finest Equipment
These instruments may sound lo-fi but we’ve worked hard to capture them in the finest quality and create the most reliable engine we can. Applying our 20+ years experience in the field you’ll hear the difference right away, from the choices in hardware processing, cables and converters, to the natural response and reliable playability from careful editing; we’ve gone the distance to ensure Key Suite Digital delivers ‘that’ sound right from the start.

Professional Sound at Your Fingertips
Great instruments and recordings are only the beginning, with Key Suite Digital we’ve created a library that delivers not only faithful sound but a fast and flexible interface for sculpting it in any way you need. We’ve even included a professional-grade effect rack with impulse response processor, multi-band EQ, digital delay, multimode modulation, and reverb so that you can get creative without the need for additional plugins. Get started with the finely crafted factory presets and easily tweak them to fit your mix and follow your creative impulse.

Included Instruments

Key Suite Digital delivers a fantastic collection of vintage digital keys, full of the technical imperfections and lo-fi flavor that gives these units their distinct old-school character.

Roland, Alesis, Akai, Yamaha, Korg, Kurzweil, MKS-20, SG1-D, SG-01P, Nano Piano, Micro Piano

Proformance, TX1P, P300, MK80 & ESPM are trademarks of their respective owners. UVI is not affiliated or endorsed by any entities listed here.

Minimum System Requirements
• UVI Workstation 3.0.5+ or Falcon 1.6.6+
• 15 GB of disk space

For more information on the installation process, please refer to the document: Soundbank Installation Guide
1 ▶ Page Navigation
Navigate between 3 pages of controls:
Main, Edit and Effects

2 ▶ Velocity
Adjust the MIDI velocity curve that affects the note’s volume and timbre
Click and drag to set the curve, or double click to set the curve numerically
[0 = linear]
**Amplitude Envelope**

- **ADSR**
  Typical Attack/Decay/Sustain/Release envelope control for amplitude
- **Velocity**
  Adjust the amp velocity sensitivity
- **Attack**
  Remaps Attack to Note Velocity

**Filter**

- **Power** - Filter On/Off
- **Mode**
  Multimode filter can be set to low-pass (LP), band-pass (BP), or high-pass [HP]
- **Frequency**
  Filter cutoff frequency
- **Resonance**
  Filter resonance amount

**Filter Envelope**

- **ADSR**
  Typical Attack/Decay/Sustain/Release envelope control for filter
- **Depth**
  Adjust the amount that the envelope modulates the filter
- **Velocity**
  Remaps Filter Cutoff to Note Velocity

**Tone**

- **Color**
  Changes tonal-color based on the adjacent samples
- **Mono**
  Switch between mono and poly modes
- **Time**
  Sets the glide time
- **Depth**
  Sets the depth in semitones of pitch envelope when in poly mode

**Pitch**

- **Mono**
  Switch between mono and poly modes
- **Time**
  Sets the glide time
- **Depth**
  Sets the depth in semitones of pitch envelope when in poly mode

**Modwheel**

- **Power/Amount**
  Easily route your controllers Modwheel to control common parameters such as Vibrato, Tremolo and Filter Depth
- **Key Pan**
  Adjust the panning balance of the high and low keys
- **Alt Pan**
  Adjust alternate pan depth of each note on

**Volumes**

- **Balance**
  Adjust the volume balance of the high and low keys
- **Key Pan**
  Adjust the panning balance of the high and low keys
- **Alt Pan**
  Adjust alternate pan depth of each note on

**Polyphony**

- Sets the number of voices per layer
KEYSUITEDIGITAL

EFFECTS Page

1 ➤ IR(Convolver)
» Mix
   Adjust the reverb mix amount
» IR
   Select an impulse response for the cabinet
» Power - Effect On/Off

2 ➤ Drive & Equalizer
» Tone
   Adjust the brightness of drive
» Drive
   Adjust the amount of drive
» IN - Drive On/Off
» Low
   Adjust level of low frequency range
» Crossover Freq - Low/Mid
   Adjust low and mid-band separation frequency
» Mid
   Adjust level of middle frequency range
» High
   Adjust level of high frequency range
» Crossover Freq - Mid/High
   Adjust high and mid-band separation frequency
» IN - Equalizer On/Off

3 ➤ Stereo Modulator
» Mode
   Select the modulation effect type
» Speed
   Adjust the modulation speed
» Feedback
   Adjust the feedback amount
» Depth
   Adjust the modulation depth
» Mix
   Adjust dry/wet mix amount
» Distance
   Adjust the distance of the mics from the speaker cabinet
» Horn Volume
   Adjust the level of the horn speakers
» Drum Volume
   Adjust the level of the drum speaker
» Power - Effect On/Off
   Note: Available controls depend on the effect type

4 ➤ Delay
» Rate
   Adjust delay time (short to long)
» Feedback
   Adjust feedback amount
» Mix
   Adjust dry/wet mix amount
» LP
   Adjust high frequency roll off of the delay effect
» HP
   Adjust low frequency damping of the delay effect
» Power - Effect On/Off

5 ➤ Sparkverb
» Mix
   Adjust dry/wet mix amount
» Size
   Adjust the size of the reverb space
» Low
   Adjust the low decay multiplier
» Decay
   Adjust the decay time of the reverb
» High
   Adjust the high decay multiplier
» Power - Effect On/Off
The Instruments

Digital 330

King SG

Mini White

Nano P

PERformance

SP Module

The Eighty

The Micro

The Twenty

TX Piano
Preset List

Digital 330
- D330 Clavinet Basic
- D330 Clavinet Chorus
- D330 Electric Piano 1
- D330 Electric Piano 2
- D330 Electric Piano 3
- D330 Grand Piano 1
- D330 Grand Piano 2
- D330 Grand Piano 3
- D330 Harpschord
- D330 Vibraphone

Nano P
- NP Clavinet
- NP Electric Organ 1
- NP Electric Organ 2
- NP Electric Organ 3
- NP Electric Organ 4
- NP Electric Piano 1
- NP Electric Piano 2
- NP Electric Piano 3
- NP Electric Piano 4
- NP Grand Piano 1
- NP Grand Piano 2
- NP Grand Piano 3
- NP Grand Piano 4
- NP Harpsichord
- NP Marimba 1
- NP Marimba 2
- NP Vibraphone 1
- NP Vibraphone 2

SP Module
- SPM Acoustic Piano 1
- SPM Acoustic Piano 2
- SPM Acoustic Piano 3
- SPM Clavinet 1
- SPM Clavinet 2
- SPM Electric Piano 1
- SPM Electric Piano 2
- SPM Marimba 1
- SPM Marimba 2
- SPM Vibes

The Twenty
- T20 Clavinet Basic
- T20 Clavinet Chorus
- T20 Electric Piano 1
- T20 Electric Piano 2
- T20 Electric Piano 3
- T20 Electric Piano 4
- T20 Grand Piano 1
- T20 Grand Piano 2
- T20 Grand Piano 3
- T20 Harpschord
- T20 Vibraphone

King SG
- SG Acoustic Piano 1
- SG Acoustic Piano 2
- SG Electric Piano 1 Basic
- SG Electric Piano 1 Chorus
- SG Electric Piano 2 Basic
- SG Electric Piano 2 Chorus

Mini White
- MW APiano Bright
- MW APiano Dark
- MW APiano Detune
- MW APiano Mellow
- MW APiano Mild
- MW Clavinet 1
- MW Clavinet 2
- MW Clavinet 3
- MW EPiano Bright
- MW EPiano Classic
- MW EPiano Crystal
- MW EPiano Gentle
- MW EPiano Recent
- MW EPiano SG
- MW EPiano Starry
- MW EPiano Strict
- MW EPiano Wha
- MW EPiano Wurly
- MW Light Grand
- MW Rich Grand
- MW Soft Grand
- MW Tight Grand
- MW Vivid Grand

Performance
- PFM Acoustic Classic
- PFM Acoustic Dark
- PFM Acoustic Mellow
- PFM Acoustic Rock
- PFM Acoustic Very Bright
- PFM Electric Piano 1 Dry
- PFM Electric Piano 1 Mod
- PFM Electric Piano 2 Dry
- PFM Electric Piano 2 Mod
- PFM Electric Tines 1
- PFM Electric Tines 2
- PFM Honky Tonk Basic
- PFM Honky Tonk Bright
- PFM Honky Tonk Deep
- PFM Honky Tonk Rock
- PFM Honky Tonk Soft
- PFM Organ Electric 1
- PFM Organ Electric 2
- PFM Organ Rock 1
- PFM Organ Rock 2
- PFM Piano Bell Dry
- PFM Piano Bell Mod
- PFM Vibes 1
- PFM Vibes 2
- PFM Xtra Double Bass
- PFM Xtra EBass

The Eighty
- T80 Clavinet
- T80 Epiano Blend
- T80 Epiano Classic
- T80 Epiano Contemporary
- T80 Epiano Special
- T80 Piano 1
- T80 Piano 2
- T80 Vibraphone

The Micro
- TM Classic EPiano 1
- TM Classic EPiano 2
- TM Digital Grand
- TM Grand Piano
- TM Grand Tack
- TM Organ Soft
- TM Perc Organ
- TM Rock Organ

TX Piano
- TXP EPiano Basic
- TXP EPiano Chorus
- TXP Harpschord Basic
- TXP Harpschord Chorus
- TXP Piano 1 Basic
- TXP Piano 1 Chorus
- TXP Piano 2 Basic
- TXP Piano 2 Chorus
- TXP Vibes Basic
- TXP Vibes Chorus
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UVI

Home ................................................. uvi.net/

UVI Portal .............................................. uvi.net/uvi-portal

Soundbank Installation Guide ................................ installing_uvi_soundbanks_en.pdf


Your Registered Product Serial Numbers and Download Links .................. uvi.net/my-products

FAQ ..................................................... uvi.net/faq

Tutorial and Demo Videos ................................. youtube.com/

Support ................................................. uvi.net/contact-support

iLok

Home .................................................. ilok.com/

iLok License Manager ................................ ilok.com/ilm.html

FAQ ..................................................... ilok.com/supportfaq
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